Role of primary somatic sensory cortex in the categorization of tactile stimuli: effects of lesions.
We lesioned the right primary somatic sensory (S1) cortex in two monkeys trained to categorize the speed of moving tactile stimuli. Animals performed the task by pressing with the right hand one of two target switches to indicate whether the speed of a probe moving across the glabrous skin of the left hand was low or high. Sensory performance was evaluated with psychometric techniques and motor behavior was monitored by measuring the reaction (RT) and movement (MT) times before the experiment and throughout the 60 days after the ablation of SI cortex. After the lesion, there was a slight increase in the RTs but no change in the MTs, indicating that removal of SI cortex did not affect the animals' capacity to detect the stimuli. However, monkeys lost their ability to categorize the stimulus speeds. This effect was observed from the 1st day after the lesion until the end of the study. We conclude that somatosensory areas outside SI can by themselves process tactile information in a limited way and that the extraction of higher-order features that takes place during the categorization task requires the intervention of SI cortex.